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“No great artist ever sees things as they really are. If he
did, he would cease to be an artist.”
Oscar Wilde, The Decay of Lying (1889)

Creativity is a term used to characterise a wide variety of acts
and outcomes, across a spectrum of disciplines and areas. It is
often described as an ability, and one that is identified in the
production of work or artefacts that are novel or original and
appropriate or useful (within particular constraints). Yet to
understand concepts like ‘original’, ‘novel’ and ‘useful’ requires
further consideration. While some see creative action as akin to
some kind of imitation (or mimesis), others see creativity as the
need to express something within, involving inner conflict, or
the reconciliation of the outer with the inner.

The third Royal Institute of Philosophy Public Lecture Series at
St Mary’s University College will explore the topic of creativity
by inviting speakers from a range of disciplines to reflect on the
concept of creativity. Questions arise concerning such themes
as:

• What is creativity?

• Is creativity only about creating or building, or do discovery,
destruction and clearing away also have a role?

• Is creativity found in the combination of existing things in
new forms, or the making of new forms, or in simply seeing
something anew?

• Where do non-representational art, poetry or literature fit
with more traditional notions of creativity? What about
scientific or political theories? In politics, for instance, are
the transitions from traditional, to industrial, to information
societies, themselves acts of creation?

• Does a move from Newtonian to Quantum physics represent
an act of creativity?

Forthcoming Events (dates TBC)

October: Creativity and Understanding
November: Creativity in Science
January: Creativity in Film
February: A 'Dark Side' to Creativity?
March: Creativity and Literature – Joyce

Registration

All lectures are free and open to the public without registration.
Lectures start at 5.15pm and last for 50 minutes, with 40
minutes for questions. This is then followed by a wine
reception.

Venue

Senior Common Room, St Mary’s University College
Waldegrave Road, Strawberry Hill, Twickenham, TW1 4SX, UK

Directions to the University College:
www.smuc.ac.uk/contact/directions.htm

For further information, please contact Dr Stephen Rainey
Email: stephen.rainey@smuc.ac.uk
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